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SDN Controller Performance Testing (CPerf)

CPerf is a new OPNFV project focused on SDN controller performance testing. For more information, see the project proposal.

Communication

Meetings

CPerf has a quick, informal weekly sync meeting. See the main meetings wiki or meetings/CPerf. When possible, a CPerf representative will attend the OPNFV Test and Performance weekly meeting.

IRC

The best way to reach CPerf contributors is via IRC. Please join #opnfv-cperf on Freenode. The IRC handles of the committers are listed on CPerf's project proposal.

Email

People interested in CPerf should subscribe to the opnfv-tech-discuss mailing list and (optionally) set a [cperf] tag filter in Mailmain. To use the tag, simply preface email subjects with "[cperf]."

Colorado Release

CPerf Colorado Release Plan

Space Pages

- Adding Tests
- CPerf Colorado Release Plan
- CPerf Jobs
- Graphviz Diagrams
- How-to articles
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